**GOTHIC**

*Melodramatic fiction often including themes of romance and death.*

*Jane Eyre*
Charlotte Bronte

*Wuthering Heights*
Emily Bronte

*The Confessions of Frannie Langton*
Sara Collins

*Rebecca*
Daphne DuMaurier

*The Stranger Diaries*
Elly Griffiths

*Mr. Splitfoot*
Samantha Hunt

*Mexican Gothic*
Silvia Moreno-Garcia

*Interview with the Vampire and other titles*
Anne Rice

*Thirteenth Tale*
Bellman and Black

*Once Upon a River*
Diane Setterfield

*The 7½ Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle*
Stuart Turton

*Death of Mrs. Westaway*
*Turn of the Key*
Ruth Ware

**All titles by**
Kate Morton
Sarah Waters

Want more personal reading suggestions? Try NoveList.